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Meraki’s pre-history: Roofnet
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Self-configuring and self-healing mesh network: 
Easy to deploy and manage 



Four years of research later
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Bootstrapping Meraki (Summer 2006)
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Our first shipment!
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The Meraki Mini
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Maybe we bought too many?
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Meraki’s first product in 2006
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Beta units for $49 for (dashboard included):
Affordable for early adopters, set expectations low



Word-of-mouth adoption
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Over 1000 networks sold from www.meraki.com 
and slightly cash flow positive!



Scaling Meraki
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Deciding to raise venture capital
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   Difficult to attract top talent without a financial buffer (and potential stock upside):
–  Raised $750k angel round from Google, early Googlers in Sept. 2006
–  Raised $5M Series A in Dec. 2006
–  … then $20M Series B in Dec. 2007, Series C in 2011, Series D in 2012

   VC choice affected our trajectory – like choosing a school

5 person company:
$750k/year operating expense

500 person company:
$75M/year operating expense



Working with talented friends
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Fortunate to have a network of smart, hard working and fun friends:
–  Easy to change product direction, but the seed DNA is forever
–  People are very consistent: if they were awesome in undergrad / grad 

school, they’ll be awesome at a startup



Experimenting with business models (2007)
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Connecting the next billion with
$1/month access

New hardware platforms for
solar and apartment deployment

Municipal-scale outdoor WiFi

Ad-supported WiFi with
local advertising



Economic downturn (2008)
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The move to the enterprise (2009)
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   Market dynamics in 2009: 
–  iPhones and laptops were forcing IT 

departments to offer guest wireless
–  Most IT departments didn’t have 

people or budget to install complex 
products

   Added a new product offering:
–  VLAN support, directory services 

integration, 802.11n radios
–  $1000 price point per access point
–  Sold through local installation 

partners, PC Connection, etc.

   Put original products on auto-
pilot while focusing on enterprise



After 12 months of enterprise edition
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K-12

Enterprise Healthcare

Hospitality

Retail

Industrial Government

Higher Ed



Some interesting large customers
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Case studies of 10,000 AP scale deployments:
Accor North America: Nationwide deployment covering 100,000 rooms

Telmex Infinitum Movil: Hotspot / 3G offload in every Starbucks, McDonalds, Burger 
King, Chili’s, 7-11, California Pizza Kitchen, …






Building a sales machine (2010)
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  Example metrics:
–  25 inbound sales “leads”, 5 with active projects, to win 1 transaction

–  At $10k/deal (10-20 access points), $10M requires 25,000 leads

       95%

ü Cold or Remarket 
Prospect"

ü Potential fit"

!

ü  Budget: Confirmed 
how it is allocated"

ü  Authority: Know who 
has authority to approve"

ü Need: Need for the 
product is identified"

ü Timeline: Project will 
move forward within 9  
months"

ü Project Critical 
Success Factors 
identified"

ü Trial started (if 
applicable)"

ü Understand how to 
get the technical win"

ü Forecast category 
considered *!

ü Trial  complete  (if 
applicable)"

ü Preliminary Quote"

ü Forecast category 
identified *!

ü Finalized Quote"
"
ü Confirmed Budget & 
timeline"

ü Confirmed technical 
win"

ü Confirmed shipping 
details"

ü Verbal agreement"

ü Purchase decision 
made "

ü Approved by 
technical, business, 
and  financial decision 
makers"

ü Customer committed 
to PO"

ü Payment type 
initiated"

ü Verified VAR has 
placed order with 
Ingram"

ü Oppty sent to Order 
Mgmt for processing"

ü Customer has issued 
PO to Meraki/Partner,  
or confirmed wire 
transfer SWIF #"

"
ü Payment validated 
and order booked"

        35%


       99%       75%        100%        50%         10%          0%

       Incubate! Qualified! Validation! Proposal!  Closing!       Closed !
Won   !Order !Decision!



Instrumenting the sales machine

Systems, training and incentives increased conversion rate 
from 4% in Q2 2010 to 13% by Q3 2010 



Expanded product line (2011)
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Meraki MR  
Wireless LAN

Meraki MX  
Security Appliances

Meraki MS  
Ethernet Switches

Meraki SM
Mobile Device 
Management



Results: Meraki in 2012
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  Explosive pace of growth:
–  Continuous growth of 2-3x every year
–  Thousands of new customer wins 
–  Strong balance sheet with positive 

cash flow

  Operations scaling to keep up:
–  Nearly 200 new hires in 2012
–  Processing thousands of transactions 

per month
–  Constantly running out of office space

Cisco acquired Meraki in December 2012 for $1.2B – 
products now available worldwide

Bookings Growth



Conclusions
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Preparation and opportunity
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  We were very, very lucky:
–  Head start on product thanks to Roofnet research
–  Great seed population of talent, top tier investors who let us do our thing
–  Market dynamics that rewarded simple, easy to use networking products

  Fair share of stress and scrapes:
–  As leaders, responsible for hundreds of people and their families (including firing)
–  Frequently decide on a direction and run hard, without perfect information



Grad school is a great place to start
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  Similar to systems research – lots of small steps in the right direction:
–  Grad school: 10+ year horizon
–  Startup: 5 year horizon with annual goals

  We were able to figure it out from first principles, with no experience:
–  Find a way to test ideas end-to-end and measure often
–  Get your hands dirty outside of products: leases, fundraising, sales, etc.

  Recruit the smartest people you know and have fun!



Thanks and Q&A
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